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About This Game

Dungeons: The Dark Lord is the sequel to Dungeons, the game where the more evil you are, the better! There are a slew of
exciting new features, including four-player multiplayer in four modes! Along with the addition of multiplayer modes such as
Deathmatch and King of the Hill, there’s now the ability to play as some of the game’s popular bosses (Minos, The Dungeon

Lord, the Zombie King and more) in multiplayer, along with the addition of an extensive single-player campaign, a new
dungeon setting and 25 new prestige gimmicks.

Key Features

Four multiplayer modes for up to four players: Deathmatch, King of the Hill, Piñata and Survival

Entirely new, fully scripted and voiced single-player campaign

New dungeon setting (ice crystal cave) with new graphics, unique prestige gimmicks and a new boss monster

Playable bosses in multiplayer modes (Minos, Zombie King, Calypso and Dungeon Lord)

Various dungeon graphics sets and inventories are now available

New set of skills specifically for multiplayer modes
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Title: Dungeons - The Dark Lord
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Realmforge Studios
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011
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English,German,French
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if you survive the bugs, the game could be enjoyable.
unfurtunally i am not sure if i will survive.

the bright side: the game have cool references.

in my scale 4,5/10. awesome dungeon played game. I like the idea of Dungeons, but there are so many issues I have with the
game that I can't recommend this game. It's not that it's a bad concept, I mean to be a dungeon boss, and rule with an iron fist.
Ok.

I like the gameplay mechanisms, build out the dungeons and entertain heroes.

I'll even accept the stupidity of that last statement. Your dungeon is there to entertain or get heroes "excited" then you can kill
them and get soul energy.

What I can't stand is how the game actually plays. The concepts are great, and in fact, they even mix up the gameplay. You'll run
a dungeon, but you'll also run through "dungeons" or caverns and then explore. That all works in theory, however, the fact is the
"what am I supposed to do" is often unclear.

After the first full level (which contains 3 different objectives, each relatively understandable) the second area has a cave you're
supposed to explore. When you get to the end of the cave, you're told to wait and hold off the horde. So I did that, and new
entrances to my dungeon open up. It's apparently a part of the game where you hold back an ever-increasing enemy until some
time limit runs out and you can proceed.

And all my enthusiasm for the game dropped quickly. The first issue with this map is that the map is poorly laid out, and this is
the third real dungeon you run. The second is there's just entirely too many enemies thrown at you, there's not even a good
layout to get them because the minute they see you, they forget about their "needs" and rush your lord. The third is that it's just
mindless waiting. And then suddenly I lost the game, I couldn't find anyone attacking my heart, there's no clear indicator who is
doing it, though the game keeps telling you someone is attacking your heart, after three laps of the very small room, I realized, I
was going to lose and there was no way to find the guy.

Ok so there's challenge, but let me explain why I didn't try again. That level took over an hour and a half to get to that point, and
there's an autosave (thank god)... it's from the beginning of the area. The game expected me to play for an hour and a half of
mindless goals. There's no information about how close I was or how long I have to wait, just an order of "wait". There's no way
to speed up the process. There's just "waiting".

And the waiting is LONG, 90 minutes or so of waiting for nothing to happen? No thank you. The autosave that only saves once
an area is a problem, but the tediousness with that last area I think drove me insane. I like the idea of the game, I really do, but
the fact is the game just feels poorly implemented. There are enough little issues I have with the game, and the overabundance
of effects, that I couldn't really feel what was actually going on.

This is a game that works when the player is given clear goals and a clear path to those goals, even if the steps are a little
obscure. Instead of that this game revels in unclear goals, and a path that you either learn in the tutorial, figure out through trial
an error or suffer because you don't know.

Even when you're doing everything right, the game is never "very fun". The heroes in the game seem to have more excitement
than the player, which seems like a mistake. In an RTS game I can enjoy myself because I have to constantly manage the
battlefield, or I'm waiting for a big battle to happen, but in this game, the game almost plays itself, you only have to step in and
murder heroes after they're happy, but the thing is they become happy from you doing nothing, so you're constantly waiting.
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It's not even interesting to watch the heroes, which could have helped, instead you sit on your hands after building a dungeon
(which also takes time as the goblins have to dig through the wall) and wonder if you could be doing anything else.

Honestly, because of that, I can't even think to recommend this game because of all that.

(not to mention the game's 'story' is just Lord of the rings, but honestly, I kind of liked how they played with that lore, it's a
shame that the game was so dry that I can't even fully get invested in the story). Tu fais un peu vite le tour du jeu ,mais sinon
excellent!. ing awesome. If you have not played the first game DO NOT PLAY THIS FIRST.

Go and play the first game through and then ONLY THEN play this.

This game is completly ballanced and being ballanced it makes it A LOT harder. It has no difficulty slider either.

It has a cheesy story that just makes you smile and thats fine, it lets you play with a hot succuby, voice acting is just as good as
in the first one.

It focuses more on heroes, and every map is its own ecosystem. So use up all consumables and spam any upgrade you want cuz
on the next map it nukes all progress and makes you start again. Wich im fine with. I really liked the superfast progress.

Probably the only con is that it force you to spam small presitige items too due to the fast progress difficulty and the heroes
snaps to them too much making them stack up. Its okay but they should have reballanced heroes attraction and it would be just
perfect.. An ode to Dungeon Keeper. I kind of couldn't get into this though.. FUNNY WITH BAD GAME MECANICS.
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Dungeons - The Dark Lord is good strategy-RPG game
much more options than in the first part and better graphics

. Basically, a play on being a Dungeon Master from Dungeons & Dragons. Funny, fun, and recommended.

This is really just the multiplayer version with a few tweaks. Still a sequel though.

9 / 12. Oh yeah! A VERY nice sequal to Dungeons. The game graphics are better, the gimmicks are more clearly defined and
overall it's an extremely well done game. Bravo Kalypso!!! For sure worth the price tag!!!!. WTF Product key.. I was really
disappointed after playing such a small part of this game. The balance in it is totally off, as soon as you make a mistake it
punishes you harshly for it. I found that the heros came in too thick and too fast and that they get harder quick. A lot of the
enjoyment I would have had building a dungeon and filling it with nasty things was lost in the constant struggle to make sure I
kept up with the swarm of heros (at no point did I feel it possible to be on top of things).

I may yet play it some more but unless a update or expansion drastically alters the balance (or even just allow for more control
over the game pace) I can't see myself being able to recommend this game.. Alright I'm going to start off and lay this down for
the incompitent thinking they are getting a remake of Dungeon Keeper.
You are NOT and getting this game expecting that (like with any inspired by game) You will be sorely disappointed or
pleasently surprised.

That said and havinhg never played Dungeon Keeper; I enjoyed the game, it has a fair pace that the player can control by
keeping gates closed or opening to change the flow of heroes though once opened it sets the minimal pace.

Some things I liked about the game for the short time I've played it is four playible characters with uniqe minions, amusing story
mode, and decent voice acting for the time (2010).

I will admit it has some downsides to it too; What game doesn't now? This however I do not take from the experience in the
least. There's a few minor bugs, like the goblins running around aimlessly till you tell them to dig out a large enough section of
wall (Rarely happens and rock doesn't count as it cannot be dug out), monsters not always going after heroes, I think this has to
do with lair and hero corilation. And odd camera controls (fixed with a mouse).

Above all I'd at least rate this 7/10 as it does have lots of potinial to grow and recieve much TLC, but if you go in thinking it's a
remake then don't bother, I saved you $19.99, but if you want to play it for what it is, its own game inspired by Dungeon
Keeper, then I think you'll find it enjoyible.. I wish that this game was dungeon keeper. It's pretty bad.

Resource management would probably be better and lead to better gameplay if your captured dudes didn't die before you could
stick them in the torture rooms. Or they died in 2 seconds after being placed in them.

*sigh*. Look it is not Dungeon Keeper, the name itself says it, so do not expect it. It's more like a Dungeon Sim /manager with
missions , minions and an overlord. There are build and management features, i found Dungeon 2 by accident and loved it,
hence buying the previous ones, different then number two but i love them nonetheless.

The game adds together nicely, graphics isnt too bad, game play is fun and enjoyable. To me these games are awesome, but thats
my opinion and we all have our own, so check out some gameply vids and decide for yourself.. If you love being zerg rushed
while trying to figure out wtf you need to do and how to do it faster, this game is for you. You'd be happier playing mobile
games than this thing.. this game came with an invalid cd key. it also says that this invalid cd key has 15 hours of playtime on it.
because of this steam tries to say no refund for an unplayable game. make sure that you do a chargeback by you credit card
company if this also happens to you. this is fraud and you are completely in your legal rights to do a chargeback if steam will not
correct the issue. as for the game itself i have no idea it cant be played.
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